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Boarding Patrol: Adeptus
Mechanicus miniatures set
Price 113.79 Euro €

Availability Last items in stock!

Shipping time from 1 to 10 days

Number 71-59

Producer code 99120116047

EAN 5011921210046

Manufacturer Games Workshop

Product description

Boarding Patrol: Adeptus Mechanicus
miniatures set 
The Adeptus Mechanicus are the undisputed masters of Humanity's technological secrets – many of which date back
thousands of years before the birth of the Imperium. The avaricious Tech-Priests will seize any opportunity to recover long-lost
archeotech from the depths of a space hulk, assembling forces of loyal Skitarii and mindless Servitors to guard their
expeditions and eliminate any rivals.

Boarding Patrol: Adeptus Mechanicus provides a balanced force of cybernetic warriors, perfectly suited to crushing and
incinerating foes in games of Warhammer 40,000 – especially in the dense and deadly Boarding Action missions detailed in
the Arks of Omen series – and will save you money compared to buying the kits individually.

Clear out cramped hallways with three rumbling Kataphron battle servitors, spraying fire from heavy guns while a stealthy
strike force of five Sicarian Infiltrators dart through the corridors, wielding pistols and melee weapons. Behind them march 10
rad-soaked Skitarii Vanguard, split into squads of five to traverse the tight passageways, saturating entire hallways with
debilitating volleys and special weaponry. All are guided by a Tech-Priest Dominus – a master of the Cult Mechanicus, with an
arsenal of arcane armaments.

This set includes the following:
- 1x Tech-Priest Dominus
- 3x Kataphron Destroyers, which can alternatively be built as Kataphron Breachers
- 5x Sicarian Infiltrators, which can alternatively be built as Sicarian Ruststalkers
- 10x Skitarii Vanguard, which can alternatively be built as Skitarii Rangers

This box can be used to assemble a variety of units – the recommended build for Boarding Action games is a Tech-Priest
Dominus, three Kataphron Destroyers, five Sicarian Infiltrators, and two five-model squads of Skitarii Vanguard.

All models are supplied with their appropriate bases. These miniatures are supplied unpainted and require assembly – we
recommend using Citadel Plastic Glue and Citadel Colour paints.

Rules for playing Boarding Action games of Warhammer 40,000 can be found in the Arks of Omen: Abaddon supplement.
Additional rules for Adeptus Mechanicus Boarding Patrols can be found in Arks of Omen: Vashtorr.  
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